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A modern, stylish and 
efficient linear drain
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The JESANI® Shower Channel is a modern, stylish and 
efficient linear drain that creates a sleek flawless finish to 
any shower or wet area.  The channel has been designed 
for ease of installation, capturing the importance of fully 
containing free water overflow whilst also establishing a 
more cohesive finish to your shower room.

The vision of JESANI® was to create a linear drainage 
system that would provide design professionals and 
builders with the confidence to specify a product of 
this nature.  This begins with the installation process 
which is extremely simple for the trades involved.  The 
architecturally designed channel, manufactured from 
grade 304 stainless steel, enables the flanged trough to 
be fixed against the constructed walls/floors of the wet 
area with the waterproofing applied over the flanged 
appendage.  This system creates a superior infrastructure 
for a wetroom and the channels are built to last, from 
your first design build and continuing on through your 
renovations thereafter.

The JESANI® products also enable you to consider 
adopting the Universal Design approach for your wetroom.  
This approach is to develop accessible living areas for 
people of all abilities throughout various life cycles.  

An example of a Universal Design for your wetroom is 
a level entry shower access.  With only a one-way fall 
required to the channel drain, there are no more step over 
nib walls to trip over, or a hollowed out area for the centre 
drain.  Overall, this creates a safer, more userfriendly 
space for people of all ages and capabilities.

There are endless opportunities and solutions with the 
JESANI® Shower Channel for whatever your circumstances 
may be and our products can be custom made to meet 
your requirements. Contact JESANI® today for all your 
wetroom design solutions.
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The only BRANZ appraised linear 
wetroom drainage channels in NZ
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SHOWER CHANNEL RENDERING

© Jesani Limited 2016. JESANI is a registered trade mark of 
Jesani Limited in New Zealand and the subject of pending 

trade mark applications internationally.

The products described and shown are the subject of 
application for patent and design protection in New Zealand 
and throughout the world, including by any one or more of 

the following:

New Zealand patent application no.s NZ 710656, NZ722512; 
PCT International application PCT/NZ2016/050119; New 

Zealand registered design application no. NZ421870
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